Transport proteins in drug resistance: detection and prognostic significance in acute myeloid leukemia.
Resistance to natural product-derived anti-cancer drugs, such as the anthracyclines and etoposide, contributes to the failure of chemotherapeutic treatment of leukaemia. One biological resistance mechanism of potential importance is the overexpression of the plasma membrane drug transporter proteins P-glycoprotein (Pgp) and multidrug resistance protein (MRP). Many studies have reported evidence for a correlation of Pgp/MDR1 expression with unfavourable prognostic features in acute myeloid leukaemia (AML). Failure to achieve complete remission (CR) is correlated with Pgp and the CD34+ phenotype. For MRP fewer data are available, which suggest a basal expression level in most AMLs. Another protein reported to correlate with treatment failure in AML is the lung resistance protein or major vault protein (LRP), a protein with a still unknown function. Co-expression of Pgp and LRP especially seems to define an adverse prognostic population. Further progress towards the understanding of the clinical importance of these proteins is hampered by the lack of validation of methods to determine their expression. A reliable way to measure Pgp seems to be the assessment of the active transport of fluorescent Pgp substrates, such as rhodamine 123 out of AML cells. Such functional Pgp assays can be used to validate mRNA or protein measurements and to quantify the effect of Pgp or the magnitude of the effect of a blocker of the Pgp-mediated drug efflux on the intracellular drug concentration. The prognostic value of such methods has still to be shown.